Join Us!

http://ie.issa.org

When:  
Tuesday,  
August 29, 2017  
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

Where:  
Coco's Restaurant  
60 W. Foothill Blvd.  
Upland, CA 91786

Prices:  
$20 - member with RSVP  
$25 - member without an RSVP  
$25 - non-member with RSVP  
$30 - non-member without RSVP  
$15 - students

For more information contact:  
Elsa Lopez  
(909)537-3338  
Elsa.Lopez@csusb.edu

Dinner Meeting

The Cisco Midyear Cybersecurity Report  
By:  
David Hawkins, CISSP  
Senior Solution Engineer

David Hawkins is a security solutions expert with knowledge of both the IT and the Physical security disciplines. His twenty years of experience spans topics including Identity and Access Management, Identity Federation, Physical Security Access Management, Systems & Video monitoring, and credentialing systems. David explores security issues, security practices, and the science behind many technologies in the identity arena, blogging, as well as posting frequently to twitter under the alias “The Security Fool (Tilting at the windmills of security.)” on Twitter.

The Cisco Midyear Cybersecurity Report offered many insights into security and what you can do to protect yourself from the adversaries in the market. David Hawkins is going to go through this report with an eye to the aspects of it that are affected by your Identity Management strategy. This overview will discuss how security practitioners may have to “Rethink Security” and put Identity Management at the front of their initiatives. This approach will cover topics including Web Application Identity Management, Infrastructure Access, Least Privilege Concepts, Mobility Management, Privileged Access Management, and Multi-Factor Authentication. All of these discussion points will be discussed and delivered in light of the findings of the Report, and give practitioners information to dive into their own strategies with a fresh approach.

Space is limited. Please RSVP as soon as possible.